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SQL Server 2012 with PowerShell V3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	PowerShell is Microsoft's new command-line shell and scripting language that promises to simplify automation and integration across different Microsoft applications and components. Database professionals can leverage PowerShell by utilizing its numerous built-in cmdlets, or using any of the readily available .NET classes, to automate...
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Apple Training Series: Mac OS X Support Essentials (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2008
The only Apple-certified book on supporting Mac OS X 10.5 Leopard, this  comprehensive reference takes support technicians and Mac aficionados  deep inside the new operating system, covering everything from  installation to networking technologies, and more. Following the  learning objectives of the Apple Certified Support Professional exam,  the...
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Manager's Guide to Social Media (Briefcase Books Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	JUMP START PRODUCTIVITY, PROFITABLILITY, AND BUSINESS GROWTH WITH SOCIAL MEDIA!


	Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube have changed everything. Some managers fear their employees will waste entire days using online social media. Smart managers, though, understand that social media is a powerful tool for engaging customers and growing...
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Metro Revealed: Building Windows 8 apps with XAML and C#Apress, 2012

	Metro apps are an important addition to Microsoft Windows 8, providing the cornerstone for a single, consistent programming and interaction model across desktops, tablets, and smartphones. The Metro app user experience is very different from previous generations of Windows applications: Metro-style apps are full-screen and favor a usability...
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Ubuntu Linux Toolbox: 1000+ Commands for Ubuntu and Debian Power UsersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This updated bestseller from Linux guru Chris Negus is packed with an array of new and revised material


	As a longstanding bestseller, Ubuntu Linux Toolbox has taught you how to get the most out Ubuntu, the world's most popular Linux distribution. With this anticipated new edition, Christopher Negus returns with a...
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The Illustrated Network: How TCP/IP Works in a Modern Network (The Morgan Kaufmann Seris in Metworking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
"This book provides a diverse and solid foundation that will be 
immensely beneficial to new network engineers, those looking for a 
refresher or developers" 
-- Alan Young, Google, Network Surveillance Team

"i haven't had time to read the manuscript...
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Building a Knowledge-Driven OrganizationMcGraw-Hill, 2004
In the early 1980s, when Buckman Laboratories was scrambling to meet the  rapidly changing needs of its customers, CEO Robert Buckman realized than an  organization positioned for the future would have to be organized around  knowledge—creating it, sharing it, and applying it—rather than around  traditional corporate hierarchies and...
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Assembly Language Primer for the IBM PC (Plume Computer Books)Plume, 1984

	Explains how assembly language works, discusses sound generation, memory segmentation, color graphics, and language interfaces, and shows how to write programs in assembly language
...
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The Object-Oriented Thought Process (3rd Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2008
The Object-Oriented Thought Process is a concise and readable primer. Matt Weisfeld's years of programming, teaching, and writing have given him a flair for presenting highly technical topics in a clear and interesting manner. He is able to blend abstract concepts with ingenious examples and clear illustrations to quickly teach powerful OOP...
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TCP/IP Primer PlusSams Publishing, 2001
There's no shortage of books about the protocols that enable the Internet to work, and TCP/IP Primer Plus faces a tall order as it attempts to distinguish itself from its competitors. It succeeds in doing so thanks to the degree of detail with which it treats the TCP/IP standards. Every last bit--that's bit as in binary...
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Moving the Eye Through 2-D Design: A Visual PrimerIntellect, 2010

	An overview of the visual arts fundamentals, Moving the Eye Through 2-D Design provides a step-by-step approach to understanding what causes us to look at a painting, photograph, or any two-dimensional media and what is needed to maintain visual interest. This volume introduces a goal-oriented method that applies aspects of line,...
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Introduction to Mortgages and Mortgage Backed SecuritiesAcademic Press, 2013

	In Introduction to Mortgages & Mortgage Backed Securities, author Richard Green combines current practices in real estate capital markets with financial theory so readers can make intelligent business decisions. After a behavioral economics chapter on the nature of real estate decisions, he explores mortgage products, processes,...
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